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Edit Share Disclosure: Some of the links above are affiliate links, meaning, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. FlagView HistoryCorundum is used more as an alloy to make advanced
versions of other armor, such as striped iron armor and armor plate. Korundum ore melts iron ore to make 1 steel bar, so don't go crazy smelting all the ore crowns in corundum bars if you know you don't need steel (questionable as some advanced armor and weapons require steel ingot as well). For my ore, you must
have a pickaxe in your inventory. You don't need to equip it; just have it with you. Mines are usually pickaxes lying around and also you can purchase them from shopkeepers if you don't want to look for them. The element ID for Corundum Ingot in Skyrim on Steam (PC/Mac) is: 0005AD93 Caviar team rocks to spawn this
item in the game, open the console and enter the next command: player. AddItem 0005AD93 1 To place this item in front of your character, use the following console command: player. PlaceAtMe 0005AD93 Weight Base value 1 40 Main article: Ingot Corunda Ingot is a craft material found in Senior Scrolls V: Skyrim. It is
a bar of bronze color used to create and improve some armor and make castles for manors through the stupe dege. Smithing edit source Scaled armor edit source Scaled armor: 2 Corundum ingots, 2 leather, 3 leather stripes, 3 steel bars. Scaled boots: 1 corundum bar, 1 leather, 2 leather stripes, 2 steel bars. Scaled
braces: 1 corundum bar, 1 skin, 2 leather strips, 1 steel bar. Scaled helmet: 1 ingot of korundum, 1 leather, 1 leather stripe, 2 steel bars. Striped Iron Armor (edited source) Steel Plate Armor (edit source) Steel Plate Armour: 3 Leather stripes, 3 steel bars, 1 iron bar, 1 Corundum ingot. Steel plates boots: 2 leather strips, 2
steel bars, 1 iron bar, 1 bondum ingot. Steel slab gloves: 2 leather strips, 2 steel bars, 1 iron bar, 1 corundum ingot. Steel slab helmet: 2 leather strips, 2 steel bars, 1 iron bar, 1 ingot of korundum. Steel Weapon (edited by editing) Improved crossbow: 1 crossbow, 2 Corundum Ingots DG Building materials (edited editing
source) Lock: 1 iron bar, 1 Corundum Ingot.HF Smelting (edit source editing) The following materials are needed to smell one ingot corundum: Trivia'edit is actually a crystal of mineral aluminium oxide with traces of iron, titanium and chromium. This is most likely to represent the chrome that is fused with to improve steel,
although the chrome is a silver color. The corundum can also be stand-in for copper, as the ore corral stains are green, a feature of copper that turns green as it oxidizes. There are also copper circles in the game, but there is no corresponding ingot, while the color is color circles are like a corundum. The most famous
forms of corundum are rubies and sapphires. Despite the fact that the corundum is a nine on the scale of hardness Mohsa - best with diamonds - Daedrian armor and weapons, Dragon armor and weapons, and Ebony armor and weapons better. This is probably because the hardness itself does not make the material
very good for forming a weapon or armor with. Also, as mentioned above, Corundum in Skyrim does not correspond to real life, so its Mohs scale position is likely to vary from real life, perhaps closer to copper. Corundum bullion appears very similar to metal gnomes, although gnomes have a brownish cast. This could
mean that Corundum is an ingredient in a lost gnome metal recipe. Appearance (edited by editing source) The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim and Deutsch Espa's Italiano ⽇本語 Polski. Ukrainian Disclosure: Some of the above links are affiliate links, meaning, at no additional cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you
click and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. UESPWiki - Your source for older scrolls from 1995 Ores and ingots are various forms of metal that can be collected and a blacksmith to create and improve the elements. Ores can be extracted from veins found in
mines and other areas around Skyrim, such as some caves and outdoors in rocky areas. Ores (already mined) and bullion can also sometimes be found in a variety of places and on some people and objects. The ores smelter gives ingots, which can then be used in forges to create armor, weapons and jewelry, or in
grindstone and workbenches to improve armor and weapons. This page lists all the items that are classified by traders as des and bullion. They are traded by jewelry merchants as well as blacksmiths (including Imperial and Stormcloak quartermasters found in most military camps). They can also be sold to merchants of
common goods. The following pages detail all sources and uses of various minerals and metals: Ores-edit for information on how to mine ore and their location, see (ID) Notes Corundum Ore (0005acdb) 1 20 See Corundum for full information. Mines from Corundum ore veins and some Geode Veins 2 Corundum Ores
create Corundum Ingot 1 Korundum ore No 1 iron ore to create a steel bar Ebony ore (0005acdc) 1 60 See Ebony for full information. Mined by Ebony Ore Veins 2 Ebony Ores create Ebony Ingot Gold Ore (0005acde) 1 50 See Gold for full information. Gold ore veins 2 Gold Ore create gold ingot of iron ore (00071cf3) 1
2 See iron to get full Iron ore 1 iron ore creates iron bar 1 Korundum ore and 1 iron ore to create a malachite ore steel bar (0005ace1) 1 30 See Malahit for full information. Lunar stone ore (0005ace0) 1 30 cm. Cm. for full information. Orichalcum ore (0005acdd) 1 20 cm Orichalcum for full information. Kwicksilver Ore
(0005ace2) 1 25 See Kwicksilver for full information. Kwicksilver Ore (0005b2df) 1 25 quest: Truth Ore Consequences This is one particular search item to search for. It can't be smelted. Silver Ore (0005acdf) 1 25 See Silver for full information. Mines from Silver Ore Vein 2 Silver Ore create Silver Bullion Bar (Edit) Title
(ID) Notes Corundum Ingot (0005ad93) 1 40 See Corundum for full information. Dwarf Metal (000db8a2) 1 30 See Dwarf for full information. It is made from any of the six varieties of two-dimensional scrap metal used for counterfeiting and hardening of all types of dwarf armor and dwarf weapons. Ebony Lyth (0005ad9d)
1 150 See Ebony for full information. Gold bar (0005ad9e) 1 100 See gold for full information. Created from 2 gold ores is used to counterfeit all kinds of gold rings and necklaces. Iron bar (0005ace4) 1 7 See iron for full information. Orichalcum Ingot (0005ad99) 1 45 cm Orichalcum for full information. Orichalcum Ingot
(00043e27) 0 0 quest: Hunting and collecting this particular bar is a quest item to search for. It cannot be used instead of a standard bullion. Kwicksilver Slyttok (0005ada0) 1 60 See Kwicksilver for full information. Exquisite Malahit (0005ada1) 1 100 See Malahit for full information. Created from 2 malachi ores used for
counterfeiting and temper all varieties of glass armor and weapons. Exquisite Moonstone (0005ad9f) 1 75 See Moonstone for full information, created from 2 Lunar Ores, used to counterfeit all varieties of elven armor and weapons used to temper all varieties of elven armor and weapons except El All Gold-Plated Armor
Used to counterfeit all varieties of glass armor and silver ingot weapons (0005ace3) 1 50 See Silver for full information created from 2 silver ores used to counterfeit all varieties of silver rings and necklaces. Steel bar (0005ace5) 1 20 See Steel for full information (edit) All the following elements can be converted into
dwarven Metal Ingots in smelters. See the Dwarf for more information. Title (ID) Notes Bent Dwemer Lom Metal (000c886c) 2 15 Creates 3 Dwarf Metal Bars Large Decorative Dwemer Strut (000c8878) 15 10 Creates 2 Gnom Metal Bullion Large Battery Metal (000c8864) 2 15 Creates 3 Dwarven Metal In Strut Large
Dwemer (000c8872) 20 15 Creates 3 Dwarf Metal Bars Small Dwmer Plate Metal (000c8866) 2 15 Creates 3 Dwarf Metal Bars Solid Dwemer Metal (000c8874) 25 25 Creates 5 Dwarf Metal Metal These pieces of dwemer scrap metal cannot be melted. These are broken objects or various metal objects that have no use
but can be sold to blacksmiths and jewelry dealers. Name (ID) Location of the Broken Iron Sword Blade (000e72b0) 6 5 Isgramor Tomb, on the statue near the entrance of the Broken Iron Sword Pen (000e72ae) 3 5 Broken Iron War Axe Pen (000e72a6) 5 5 (DB) Found at Solstheim next to the corpse of Grudulph broken
Iron War axe (000e72a8) 6 5 Broken Steel Battle Battle Pen (000e72a0) 9 10 Weinon Stones. Broken Steel Battle Axe Head (000e729e) 12 10 Broken Steel Sword Blade (000e7296) 6 10 Broken Steel Sword Handle (000e7298) 4 10 Angarvunde, inside an already open breast; sometimes carried by children Imperial
Horn of War (000200ba) 5 70 (DB) Found in Frossel Frossel skyrim se corundum ingot id. skyrim corundum ingot id code. skyrim corundum ingot id number
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